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Focus:

The Scaling New Heights in VET project
The Transfer Of Innovation project
“Scaling New Heights in VET: adapting the Rickter Scale® Process to
improve

and

monprojectitor

the

journey of marginalized groups towards employability”

is being im-

plemented by KMOP, together with

Greek target group:
People with mental disabilities:
The specific target group includes
persons with mental health issues or
learning difficulties, either moderate
or severe.

3 other EU partners (ZIB- from Germany, Anziani e non solo from Italy,
and The Rickter Company, from
UK).

Italian target group:
People working in the home care

Started on September 2011, this

field: formal and informal carers of

project is led by the German organi-

the elderly and especially carers

sation ZIB and has a two-year dura-

who are migrant women who are

tion.

socially isolated with problems in

The central idea of the project is to
adapt

the

existing

Rickter Scale

accessing training and job opportunities.

Process to the needs of different
vulnerable

groups

in

Germany,

Greece, Italy and United Kingdom
aiming to provide them with opportunities to engage with education,
training and employment to gain

Board

recognition for existing and new acquired skills and thus gain access to
the labour market.
More specifically, the target groups
of the consortium are the following:
UK target group:
German target group:
Long term unemployed people
with special focus on women returners who are currently dependent on
state unemployment benefits

Unemployed people with multiple issues, leading to social exclusion: with special focus on the
impact on their
munities.

families and com-

Practitioners from each coun-

Greece and Italy attended the

cific findings of these interviews

try took part in two (2) weeks

two (2) training seminars in the

are being evaluated by the as-

of intensive training seminars

use of the Rickter Scale®, and

in the UK where the Rickter

successfully

received

Certifi-

cates of Competence. All partners also worked

together to

develop language and cultural
specific versions of the Rickter
Scale® process, adapted to reflect the specific needs of their
target client groups and also
Group training

reflect the aims and objectives

Scale® Process and the Im-

of the partner organisations.

pact

Following

Management

System

the

training,

each

Demonstrating a Rickter interview

(IMS) were introduced to the

partner of the consortium has

signed evaluator, Karen George,

partner organizations. Specifi-

been conducting interviews with

from the University of Northum-

cally, a total of twelve (12)

its target groups while the spe-

bria in the UK.

trainers

from

Germany,

Interview with one of KMOP’s practitioners
“The Rickter Scale is an innova-

ties, interests and considerations

Scale Board is easy to use; the

tive tool that facilitates profes-

of the individual and in that way

fact that it is colorful draws the

sionals who work with people

to set goals of improvement. It

attention of the individual and

with mental illness to gather in a

encourages the initiative of

improves

short time data about the pro-

individual to take action or to ask

with the procedure,” says Efi

gress of the individual in a num-

for help in order to achieve a

Mama, a psychologist working at

ber of aspects of life, as well as

goal. Moreover, the fact that it is

KMOP premises.

information about the risk of

an interactive

relapse. It gives the opportunity

really interesting to the individual

to discuss about issues that

and enhances the motive to

cover the whole range of activi-

get involved with it. The Rickter

the

engagement

tool makes it

But what is the uniqueness of the Rickter Scale® tool
compared to other tools?
This innovative hands-on assess-

areas for support or intervention

ment and evaluation tool allows

and to explore future possibili-

both trainers and clients, but

ties. The Rickter Scale® tool is a

mainly the clients themselves, to

tool that measures distance trav-

better understand their present

elled and monitors progress in

circumstances, to identify priority

personal development.

1.

Involvement

Who is involved directly?
The Rickter Scale process combines the direct involvement of
the

individual

to the Rickter

This difference helps the individ-

file of each individual as well as

ual to open up, and feel no anxi-

useful graphics that help both

ety or hesitation about his/ her

practitioner and individual

answers.

ize, and understand the interviewee’s movement towards their

4. Results

Scale Process with the assistance

The results are recorded through

of the trainer.

interviewing

The client is not involved in writ-

tion between the individual and

ing a test or answering questions

the interviewer and not through

at the computer, neither is he/

the observation of the advisor or

she doing exercises by himself/

counselor.

herself or in a group-work situa-

5. Area

tion.

real-

and

conversa-

goals. Moreover, the IMS system
is accessible at any time and
from anywhere that has internet
access. It demands little time for
recording and secures the files
for access by the practitioner and
the practitioners' manager.
The Rickter Scale® Process was

The Rickter Scale process re-

implemented with 25 people with

The individual by himself/ herself

mains consistent whether it is

moderate

scales his/her present state and

being applies to long-term unem-

good functionality. Each inter-

sets the goals by indicating the

ployed, individuals who have dis-

viewer answered

desired grade that s/he wants to

abilities or individuals and fami-

adjusting the slider according to

achieve by asking

simply ques-

lies facing multiple issues. It is a

his/her present state and his/her

tions to himself/herself and ad-

tool that can be used with a wide

justing a slider according to the

number of social groups with dif-

given scaling parameters from

ferent

1 to 10:

backgrounds.

Example of questions:

6. Archive



How easy is to archive and moni-

At what stage am I at the

What stage do I want to
achieve in the future?

2.

and

10 questions

educational

The Impact Management System
offers significant assistance to
the practitioner so as to record in

Focus

detail a series of interviews with

The board by itself through its
colourful design

and

illness

tor the individual’s process?

moment?



social

mental

attracts

the

attention
the
and

each client and then aggregated
the data in order to measure the

of

desired one.
For

instance,

one

interviewee

said that she wanted to improve
her relationship with the others.
She scaled her present state at a
six (6) and stated that she wants
to go to a nine (9).

individual

The

helps

questionnaire

of

KMOP’s

him/ her focus

Frame New Baseline consists of

more easily on

the following headings:

the process.

Accommodation,

Appearance/

Personal Hygiene, Activities,
3. Score / Feelings of the individual

progress of both the individuals
or the entire target client group.

There is no final score, positive

The IMS also stores the

or negative, because there are

interviews so as to be easy for

no right or wrong answers.

the practitioner to recover the

client

Relationships, Community, Support, Stress, Drugs, Health, Progress.

Background/ Brief Description of KMOP

KMOP is a leading Greek NGO

ployability to more than 8.000

with strong expertise in social

beneficiaries across Greece. The

inclusion, gender equality, im-

majority of beneficiaries who

migrants,

VET

participated in the aforemen-

and citizenship, with a focus on

tioned projects were able to re-

vulnerable social groups such

enter and remain in the job

as women, immigrants, one

market.

parent

Another area of KMOP’s special

employability,

families,

elderly

and

mentally ill persons as well as

expertise is

youth and long-term unem-

Since 2004 KMOP has operated

ployed. Research and social

a Day Care Centre in central

studies are among the most

Athens for persons with mild to

important

of

moderate mental health issues,

KMOP's activities. Since its es-

where individuals are construc-

tablishment in 1979, KMOP has

tively engaged and taught basic

developed

and

skills so as to enable them to

numerous

successful

components

implemented

mental health.

large-

function on their own in society

scale national and European

and progress to being opportu-

projects. KMOP provides com-

nity-ready.

prehensive support and vocational training courses promoting the social and labour inclusion of disadvantages groups.
More specifically, during the
decade 2001- 2010, KMOP implemented large-scale national
projects

providing

advisory

activities with regard to em-

Additionally, KMOP operates 3
advanced

Group

Houses

for

people with severe mental illness. KMOP Group Houses provide modern, progressive facilities, specialized staff and multifaceted

activities

for

patient

rehabilitation.

For more detailed information, please visit the official website of
the “Scaling New Heights in VET: adapting the Rickter Scale®
Process to improve and monitor the journey of marginalized groups
towards employability” project:
http://www.scalingnewheightsinvet.eu/

